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The ratio of the number of edges in a smallest maximal matching to the 
number of vertices in the graph of the d-dimensional cube has limit I/3 as d 
approaches infinity. 
INTRODUCTION 
In a graph G a matching is any family of pairwise disjoint edges an 
maximal matching is one which is contained in no larger matching. Let 
@S(G) denote the smallest number of edges in a maximal matching of G 
and let v(G) denote the number of vertices of 6. Let Id be the graph of the 
d-dimensional cube. The following theorem is in response to a problem 
suggested by Branko Griinbaum [l]: 
THEOREM. lim d+&adlad = l/3. 
The proof of this theorem requires the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. m(Id+l) < 2441,). 
Proof. Let M be a maximal matching of 1, and let s be a symmetry 
of Id about an orthogonal hyperplane (perpendicular to an axis) through 
its center. Thus s is an involution with the property that each vertex and 
its image are end-points of an edge. If Id* is another copy of 1, then the 
graph consisting of the disjoint union of Id and Id* together with edges 
joining their corresponding vertices is isomorphic to I,+, I Furthermore 
if M* is the corresponding matching in Id* then s(M) w  M* is clearly a 
matching in I,,, . If this matching can be shown to be maximal in .&+% we 
are done. But if it were not maximal there would be an edge, necessarily 
from Z, to &*, which could be added. Thus some vertex x of .& is neither 
in s(M) nor in M (x* is not in M*). That means neither x nor s(x) is in 
which implies that the edge from x to s(x) could have been added to 
contradicting the maximality of M. 
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LEMMA 2. If M is a maximal matching of Id then at least one third of 
the remaining edges (of Id) have the property of being adjacent to two 
edges (not just one) of M. 
Proof. We establish a map f from the set of edges (not in M) adjacent 
to just one edge of M to the set of edges which are adjacent to two edges 
of M. If e is an edge adjacent to just one edge e, of M, let f(e) be the edge 
parallel to e and adjacent to e, at the other end. Let e, be the edge parallel 
to e, at the other end of e. Clearly the four edges form a circuit and, since 
e2 cannot be adjacent to an M-edge at the vertex it shares with e, it must 
be adjacent to some M-edge at its other end (which it shares with f(e)). 
Then f(e) must be adjacent to M-edges at both its ends, proving that f(e) 
is the desired type of edge. To complete the proof it suffices to show that 
f-l(f(e)) contains at most two edges. But that follows from the fact that 
any edge inf-‘(f(e)) must be parallel tof(e) and adjacent to the other end 
of one of the M-edges adjacent tof(e). 
LEMMA 3. m(&) > 2d - d/(3d - 1). 
Proof. Let m be the number of edges in some maximal matching M 
of Id. Let n1 be the number of edges (not in M) adjacent to just one edge 
of M and let n2 be the number of edges which are adjacent to two edges 
of M. Then Lemma 2 implies the following inequality: 
0 < 2n, - n1 = 3(2n2 + n,) - 4(nz + n& 
But (by counting incidences and noting that Id is d-valent) we have 
2n, + rzl = 2(d - 1)m and (since Id has d * 2d-1 edges) we also have 
n, + n, = da 2d-1 - m. Substituting in the previous inequality yields 
the desired one. 
Lemma 4. inf(+9QJv(l,)) < l/3. 
Proof. Note that the vertices of Id are coordinatized by d-tuples of 
O’s and l’s and that two vertices are joined by an edge ifY they differ in 
exactly one coordinate. If 0 < k < d, let T* be the set of all vertices 
having exactly k non-zero coordinates. Thus every edge of 1, joins some 
TIC with TYC+, . If j = 0, 1, or 2, let C, be the union of all Tk for k’s which 
are congruent to j modulo 3. Thus every edge of I, must join two of the 
sets Cj . We assume for the rest of this argument that d is divisible by six, 
and we construct a maximal matching as follows. 
If k = 1 (mod 3) and k < d/2, note that (by counting edges and 
valences) any i vertices in Tk are adjacent to at least i(d - k)/(k + 1) 
vertices of T,,, . By the well-known theorem of P. Hall [2] on distinct 
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representatives, there is a matching from T, to aTc,, which covers ah 
vertices of a, . Similarly there is a matching from Tdek to TdmkeI which 
covers all vertices of TdsTc . Combining all such matchings gives a rnat~~~~~ 
wtich is clearly maximal in C, U C, . The only edges which might need 
to be added to achieve maximality in I, are those which join C,, to the 
uncovered vertices of C, u C, . The number of edges to be added is thus 
bounded by the number of uncovered vertices in CI u C, . That gives the 
following estimate on the number m of edges in the matching (since d Is 
ivisible by six): 
m < 2. c i(i); k = 2(mod3), k < d/2\. 
Let p denote the sum of all (2) with k = 0 (mod 3); let 9 denote the SUIPB 
of all (2) with k = 1 (mod 3) and k < d/2; and let r denote the sum of al 
(g) with k = 2 and k < d/2. Thus we have m < 2v andp f  2(q + v) = 2”. 
The following inequalities are easily checked (letting e = q/Z an 
f = e- 1): 
Combining equalities and inequalities gives 
6r < 2d + (t) + 2 . ($ - 2 + (t) - 2 . (f), 
whence 
if d is divisible by six, e = d/2, f = e - 2. Since the right-hand term of 
the inequality has limit 0 as d approaches infinity, the lemma is proved. 
Proof 0f rhe theorem. By Lemma 1, the sequence ~9z(l,)~v(l,) is mono- 
tone (non-increasing) and therefore has a limit. 
is at least l/3 and, by Lemma 4, it is at most l/3. .E.D. 
The following conjectures seem worth considering as they hold at least 
for small values of d and there seem to be no obvious 6onnterexam~~es~ 
CONJECTURE 1. ~(1~) = the smallest integer > 2d * d/(3d - l)* 
CONJECTURE 2. w&) = 26 . d/(3d - 1) wheHeuer d is OJ” the ,form 
d = (I + 2”)/3 with k odd. 
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